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Collected Reports

Overview
On Friday 25th September 2020, Dance Umbrella, People Dancing and Improbable
hosted an online Open Space conversation for the UK dance sector in response to
the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
•
•

•
•

Around 170 people attended across the course of the 4-hour event.
Around 40% of participants identified as dancers, performers or
artists/makers; 18% as producers or administrators; 15% as choreographers;
8% as teachers or coaches. Directors, designers, musicians, PR/comms
specialists, students and funders were also represented.
Around 44% of participants described themselves as being senior
management or leadership; 33% as mid-career; and 22% as students, in
education or returning to the industry after a break.
For more information on the background of participants, see the
Demographics section at the end of the document.

The agenda was set by the participants as a group at the start of the event. Five
main themes emerged across the sessions called:
1. Promoting health and wellbeing
• Dance for Healing
• Creative movement as a strategy for tackling obesity
• Dancing outdoors and creative practices in relationship to horses (and other
animals)
2. Reimagining the dance sector
• What new structures do we need or can we create to make dance practice
happen now and in the future?
• How do we burn down existing perceptions of status in our sector in terms of
form, geography and ‘job description’?
• As dance artists, what do our "Callout for Organisations" look like - essentials
& desirables?
• How can we shift power dynamics across the dance industry?
• Can we do away with, or at least minimize, free labour in dance/performance?
• Hey! Lets stop commissioning bullies.
• How do we dismantle the system in the dance sector that does not work for
many?
• What risks are worth taking? Advocating for Participatory Dance
• Publishing and Publications for Movement/Theatre
• How do we have more artists making more decisions about more resources?
• Would anyone like to talk about touring and how we might be able to make it
less painful when it becomes an option again??
• In an ideal world, what would the dance world look like?
• What do we want to see/broadcast through main stream media that
represents/ offers /establishes new ways of looking at dance?
• Is the dance touring model over and if so where shall we go next?
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•

What changes we SHOULDN'T make NOW in order for dance to truly be
resilient, sustainable and relevant now and in the future?

3. Changing society and politics
• Feck Normal: dance for social and political change
• What would an ideal future look like? Paint, draw, dance, sing, write your ideal
future.
• Should we be satisfied with precarious freelance employment
structures/precarious income post-Covid?
4. Adapting creative practices
• What are emerging practices in presenting dance mid/post pandemic?
• Using Dance as a driver on an equal footing with music and words in an
improvised show.
• Help with Zoom Audio Settings for Remote Teaching
• How can we use "sourced sensory" practises, at home, online, to remove the
"sensory deprivation" Zoom creates?
• Help! The audience is in my home. What do we do with this?
• What are the best ways you can imagine of incorporating dance in theatre,
integrally?
• Am I a dancer only when I have a dance job? What happens to us in the
absence of dance job/work?
• Can dance exist without touch?
• Who is researching making work online? Can we use the digital space a
playground.
• How do we make people feel connected through a virtual platform
• What ways have you found to make dance work online?
• Is now the prime time to be creating work for outdoors and reaching new
audiences? How can we truly engage with our audience with the new social
distancing measures?
• What has changed in terms of your relationship to dance/dancing recently?
• Somatic practice and south asian dance what does it look like
5. Diversity, access and inclusivity
• How to make dance attractive and inclusive for d/Deaf audiences?
• How can we do better with diversity/representation and equality in dance
• What can you teach me about Audio Description in Dance?
• What do we do about the Bonnie Bird Awards? [racist commissioning,
programming & awarding]
• How can we make sure that the curation/presentation of dance to audiences
is a true representation of the diverse nature of dance and not what is just the
popular?
This document contains the reports from these sessions. The reports have not been
edited or curated and are presented as they were at midday on 28th September
2020; as such, they contain the views and contributions of the participants taking
part in these discussions, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the event
organisers. We hope that these ideas, provocations, themes and questions may be
picked up by participants at (or organisers of) future events.
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Dance for Healing
Who called the session: Anne Kingston
Improvisation in dance and somatic practices:
What do we teach when we teach?
- Everybody's own idea of what movement is for their bodies.
- Healing and the Neuroscience of how dance affects us: holistic approaches for
micro-movements, sharing vulnerability, finding different ways of moving, feelings of
support, etc.
- Embodiment practices.
_ Gentle creative movement as a strategy for tackling obesity, issues with agerelated conditions and for creative social wellbeing for disability, etc.
- Dance & expressive bodies: what does that mean?
Difficulties in this area:
- Evaluation & measuring the impact of dance used for healing in settings like
care homes. (Cranfield Trust)
- Proving the value and concept of dance as a healing practice both physically and
mentally.
- Being valued as a legitimate practice. How to get credibility?
- How do you capture our research? + How to do it in an ethical way?
- Where is the funding for dance as a healing art? How do we connect to it?
- Lack of research/resources already existing.
Access to funding. Bit of a chicken and egg problem, without academic research
validation funders not so open. Academic research difficult without funding.
Book Recs:
- Daria Halprin The Expressive Body in Life, Art, and Therapy: Working with
Movement, Metaphor, and Meaning
- The Oxford book of Dance and Wellbeing
(Sue):https://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-oxford-handbook-of-dance-andwellbeing-9780199949298?cc=gb&lang=en&
- Fat Activism: A Radical Social Movement by Charlotte Cooper
Miranda Tufnell was referred to in this conversation...her great work in the North of
England and offering a free workshop to draw people in to her work...also reference
made to her 2 publications...A Widening Field and the other one!!
When I Open My Eyes - Miranda Tufnell
Miranda has worked in the health and community sectors
"Nothing about us, without Us"
Seeing dance as an improvised practice
Perhaps using an alternative name to bring people in to a more personalised
embodied practice. Healing Moves used by Anne K
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Somatic dance of great benefit both mentally and physically but the term not
necessarily understood or of appeal.
Potential for more funding available for physical and mental health after Covid
The work of Green Candle mentioned
Oxford Hand Book of Health and Wellbeing
Biodanza and Body Groove mentioned as effective, fun improvised dance forms
Also ethnic dance forms such as South Asian dance and Middle Eastern and North
African dance. Often ethnic dance forms have a background in healing ie North
African dance moves used as a birthing dance.

What are emerging practices in presenting dance mid/post
pandemic?
Who called the session: Wieke Eringa
Who participated in the session: Heather, Kirsty, Ben Wright, Anna, Wayne
Parsons, Angela, Nicola Curry, Ellie Beedham, Fearghus Ó Conchúir, Sho, Tania
Wilmer, Jeanette H, Anna L,
Which of these practices are emerging and which of them have people been
researching for years?
How can we be careful to platform, engage with and learn from those who have
already been doing this work instead of those with the greatest resources jumping on
a bandwagon (potentially making easily avoidable mistakes or erasing the work of
others)?
Producing film before the pandemic, has new significance post pandemic. Resonate
in a different way because of Covid experience.
Small scale, one to one performance installation work, micro audiences, installation
work: is this still possible now? Flexibility of the use of space.
Working outside
PDSW is open. showing an installation. We don't know now audiences will behave.
Audiences normally over 100 now seating 31. Challenge for FOH.
Also: incorporating digital into their programme. Now have a digital strategy, and a
digital producer embedded into the organisation, their job is to programme digital
work. Exploring monitising this digital offer. Looking at commissioning digital /live
integrated work and digital work. Live streaming for the first time. Project with
Wayne combines live and digital output. Wayne until now mostly anxillary digital
output. Pop up performance outside people's home, filmed, then the footage is
created into a film. Lots of learning, where certain content works and why? what plat
form does it go on, who is engaging with it? what audiences are on what platform.
Content? the work itself and the way it needs to be presented also say something
about the platforms it is presented on. For curators: how do they curate that work?
Presenting dance: not only about presenting on stage in traditional contexts. Also
about working in care homes, live (See Matteo Marfoglia https://getthechance.wales/2020/09/22/embracing-the-foreignness-of-contemporarydance-in-care-homes-an-interview-with-choreographer-matteo-marfoglia-by-evamarloes/). Exciting as digital is, one of our great skills is.... there are ways still were it
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is possible to engage people live. Sending Crayons, singing on a balcony, Not sure
about the business model..... (?) pursuing values in work through considering
different contexts. Building site, street corners. Outdoors teaching at Laban
example.
Foundation stones, what are the ideas that are emerging. The word 'connecting' is
brandished about so freely. what is that? what does it actually mean? teasing out the
relationship between the sharing of dance and participation - what are the drivers
that make me want to continue to work in this artform. I'm interested, no answers yet.
Pursuing values first. This has been squashed by the need for a business model.
when you say you want to connect and engage with an audience what does that
actually mean... a quiet glacial shift. People don't buy what you do, they buy why you
do it. AM I actually asking the question: what is the most powerful in all of this? is it
performing 1-2-1, or in local village or on SWT stage?
What are the ideas? what matters: how to reach out to people, take care of people. I
have to reflect and see what is going on around me.... how to take care.
Quote (?) "the quieter you become the more you hear. "
Digital push: resourceful ness to jump into this: in order to do this, if we are
platfoming on suspicious platforms like FB, twitter, Pinterest and Instagram we
should scrutinise this and perhaps also explore other platforms.
The Social Dilemma - Netflix TOP TIP
What are the emerging practices yes but also Where are they presented...
Pie in the sky thought: the dance sector has it's own platform?
Is there a question about scalability? digital format is a tool we can work and play
with. Students’ ideas have changed.... stronger ideas now? do not see it as polarised
as live or digital but what are your needs to connect with the audience.
Working in University context: the amount of work to sustain practice. It IS relational
our practice, we can do the digital BECAUSE we've established live connection.
Digital can never replace the live. Missing community. Missing personal live
connection. Even if digital platforms (zooming) can lead to very in-depth and
personal exchange. Tragic and heart warming how grateful students are with what
ever studio bits they have.
More stillness, more spreading out. We are doing less? less drive. Lets make the
most of this 1.5 hour we have as we won't meet again for another week.
Everyone is in a very different predicament: stress, crisis, fire fighting, management.
Others in nature, in peace, reflective. something about how we can move forward its
sharing the vast differences of those experiences. Liz Lerman: "who is getting to do
it, where is it happening and why does it matter." These communities, this discourse,
share and communicate. I am very grateful. Gratitude!
Engaging people with dance has slipped backwards.
Digital fatigue!!!
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What matters, what kind of work do we want to make. How can we open up a
landscape.... brush it all aside and start something else!
Closed theatres.
What feels most important to connect with people across divides.
New approach to presenting a festival, more local starting point, co-curated
programmes and local partnerships.

What new structures do we need or can we create to make dance
practice happen now and in the future?
Who called the session: Lauren
NOTES
Octavia Butler - Parable of the Sower is the context
> ecological destruction
> mass violence
> social inequality
> mass displacement / migration
> pesitlance
what is dance in the apocalypse? much less stability
- the end of 'the funded system'?
- approaching Brexit
- ACE are actually more flexible right now (no match funding, no commitment to
audiences / output)
What is a dance practice?
What is the core that needs to be held?
Does there need to be any formal framework? Doesn't practice have its own
agency?
Models of solidarity, sharing, co-operative, non-exploitation, self-organisation
What already exists (that exists outside of institutional networks?) that can be made
more visible?
> Wainsgate Chapel - using what's available
>The vision of selling up and buying a barn in the countryside. How to achieve that
without funding applications.
> Charlotte & Heni experiement in France. Monthly gigs (performances, film nights).
All of the collective had to find ways of earning money elsewhere.
> other non-financial forms of exchange (labour / hosting /
Collective of artists coming together to find different practical solutions that bypass
the finances / strictures of ACE
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> but we must appreciate what ACE makes possible
> can ACE be encouraged to judge value in different ways? advocate for the value
coming out of the flexibility that's existed during COVID

How do we burn down existing perceptions of status in our sector
in terms of form, geography and ‘job description’?
Who called the session: Emma Jayne Park
Who participated in the session: Emma Jayne Park, Kat Bridge, Hannah
Robertshaw, Paul Burns, Jane Hobson, Ruby Wolk, Martha Oakes, Hannah Gibbs,
Rob J, Meghan Bidwell, Cameron McMillan, Emma Bellerby, Jean Abreu, Amelia
Poveda Irles, Anthea Lewis, Liv Lorent, Portland, Kirsty2, Lyn, Theresa Beattie, Sho
(Stopgap), Anna Dominian, Andrew Hurst, Sarah, Nicholas Keegan, Amy DaltonHardy, Andrew Hurst, BBrady, Lydia, Louisa,
How does status present itself?
- Pay rates
- Social Mobility
- Participatory Work vs High Status Spaces
- Commercial Viability?
How do we define quality and what are the qualities that inform this?
Does it come back to the 'what makes money'?
We still worship money so those power structures are going to hold on tight.
Will the whole status system just cannabalise itself?
Do we just wait for this to happen?
Will the status of freelance artists rise because buildings are bleeding cash?
Is the suggestion of 'burning' too violent? Do we need to think about dissolving and
slow transition?
What value does the infrastructure that we have bring?
What does it look like when we don't have that?
Some people in the room have status but are broke?
So what does status mean?
- Time in the industry?
We need spaces to come together in and if everyone is floating free it is really hard
to manage. Does expecting everyone else to work as their own business dismiss a
lot of talent the sector?
Universal Basic Income: Devolution through regions:
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How do we flatten the way that the money is distributed whilst still having spaces as
centres to come together?
Where might the future artists be coming from to fill the spaces? Is art going to
become ever more elite again because we are not investing in young people?
How do we readdress that the centres should be serving those who come into the
spaces not those who lead them?
Questions of Tony Benn as a reference point:
What power have you got?
Where did you get it from?
In whose interests do you exercise it?
To whom are you accountable?
How can we get rid of you?
Polarisation: How do unpick the them and us narrative.
There's always a value judgement around what your experience brings.
Is this conversation an echo chamber?
What kind of questions do we need to be posing and who do we need to be posing
them to? Who needs to be invited to the table and how did they get there?
What if we acknowledge status and then talk about how it is used instead of
pretending that nobody has status? Who would this empower? How would it enable
us to check in on how power is being used? Is the system also screwing over
people who have more status? How do we make space for everyone to do their best
work?
Do we think there is something about the fact that status is related to form in dance?
The forms that still receive most funding are the western classical forms.
Hierarchy between performance and participatory work?
Accountability???
Who is going to hold these large, high profile orgs to account in sharing/distributing
their power and status?
How do we stop festishising the things that are perceived as quality because a
couple of years ago someone decided they were important?
Some freelancers with very little status are doing everything they can to support
freelance dancers and technicians while their entire national tour has crumbled this
year.
Are individuals (generally freelancers) who are not associated or under the umbrella
of an organisation overlooked for those who have connections and are profiled
more?
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How are we careful not to fast track platform those who are connected to people or
organisations of status or power over those who have been refining their craft for
years?
How is status linked to financial precarity?
What does it say when organisations want to bring people in to resolve issues whilst
not paying for this time and the years of emotional labour?
Is the sense of listening broken? Do all structures in dance also need movement?
There is a profound inequality between the way artists who are on full time contracts
can be supported and the freelance workforce. It is a very big problem and needs a
re-evaluation of how to support the workforce that we are all so dependent on
artistically.
Are guest curators an answer?
Time limited contracts to ensure churn in positions - in funding orgs, in programming
and curation
Overhauling boards - who they include and how they function is needed.
Understanding the voluntary nature of Boards which limits who can be involved.
Overhauling how boards function - less corporate board room and more open
structures than can make the most of people who process the world in different
ways. Offering: https://www.culturedmongrel.org/blogs/boardbank

Using Dance as a driver on an equal footing with music and words
in an improvised show.
Who called the session: Remy
No notes.

Feck Normal: dance for social and political change
Who called the session: Dylan Quinn
Who participated in the session: Kiki, Mae, Dylan, BBrady, Lizzie, Liz, Nicholas,
AjH, Rosie2, Chris, Selena, Sue, Kay, Lou, Paul, BPeter, Wendy, Luci, Jodie,
Louise, Umbrella6, Saffy, Carole, Lucinda, Gaenor, Sara, Eilidh, Amy, Sho
- what's the value of the creative activity? (not just what it does for artists or
participants - also wider social dimension)
- can we be braver / speak louder about it?
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- how do we inject emotions, political dimension... for example even anger (not just
"good feelings")
(Finding shared language: is "civic role" a good starting point?)
Different sectors (eg youth, healthcare...) have different languages / terminologies.
We need to gain translation skills, but also to develop / assert our own language.
How can we advocate for what the artists do - their approach, their ethics... ?
- how do we challenge the established system? in what we say we do + also what
we are counter to.
- metrics are still driving decisions - but participants themselves can be powerful
advocates, so how can we give them a louder voice?
Missing element in the artistic practice
• who is experiencing the art and where? Can we get decision-makers to
experience it rather than trying to always describe it through translation ?
Division between different types of practice - community dance are generally better
at advocating than professional / commissioning settings. When we talk about
reaching people through dance, it's often now through participatory practice rather
than what we can call "the habit of dance" (= watching dance from an early age).
• --> more relaxed performance is needed in traditional theatre settings (Blink
Dance Theatre do this well )
We need a fundamental shift in arts policy.
These divisions need to be addresses.
2 traditional destinations: becoming a lifelong audience or becoming a professional.
There is also a 3rd way: becoming a lifelong participant What does art and artist-led
community development look like?
From a journalist / marketing point of view: dancers are not always comfortable
about being "marketed". Creating and selling are different processes.
Placemaking organisations work with visual artists... not so often with dance. What
could this convey / create in terms of change, climate issues, identity... What are
the Values - Processes - Ways of Working & Being?
Cultural Commons context. Participatory dance, working with communities / localities
--> creating a place-based local politics of the art-making processes. eg participatory
budgeting...
• How can we leverage dance towards commoning change at local level?
One issue with dance + placemaking is that dance is (perceived as) transitory. Visual
art may be seen as better investment / longer-term. Dance doesn't even get to the
conversation.
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Decision-makers in healthcare, community development... it's all about partnerships.
How can we get to the table?
• If dance ‘development’ in communities is undervalued then this kind of
relationship building is not paid for by anybody.
Shift towards seeing everyone as producer of their own place - local co-creation
focus.
Issues of transparency & equity questions re: access to resources.
A lot of people who could be creating change in our industry are not here.
Organisations & policy-makers / funders need to be held to account. 30 years later
we're still having the same conversations... I'm tired of asking for permission!
• How can "activist" arts organisations affect change - the change they
want to see in the world?
• "gentle activism" (like craftivism) is based on generosity.
The main issue is that value is placed on very specific things - like, dance education
is focused on "dance jobs" and becoming a community dance artists or teacher is
seen as the thing you do when you "fail" as a performer and not as a legitimate first
career choice. Community arts needs to have way more value placed on it to affect
any real change in the industry.
Evolution or Revolution?
marrying social practice + art practice
Margaret Wheatley (Dance Umbrella talk) - what level do you want to focus on?
What is bold and new? It's not just about more money - what can we do with what
we have? We already have a lot to create change - where is our "island of sanity"?
https://www.danceumbrella.co.uk/2020/08/13/watch-margaret-wheatley-at-digitalfarm-2020/
•
•
•

We all make change happen at our level! how do we collectively grow this
potential?
cf gardening: the small jobs get the big job done.
--> Coordinating our efforts and building connectivity

What would it look like?
- being braver with showing / telling about the value of what we do - not having to
waste time justifying all the time
How do we get braver?
- we've had many conversations, we need decisions and actions.
- we need to address political, environmental, social injustice
- Dancers as Citizens
- the health & well-being sector is having these brave(r) conversations about socially
engaged artists
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Health is trying to bridge the gap with social care - Integrated Care - this could be
an opportunity for dance
Some kinds of conclusions / next steps...
--> can we map the opportunities for partnership?
--> keep being generous and gentle!
--> can we look critically at what socially-engaged practice actually is and does?
--> dance is our driver. We can invent dance activism. It's about who we are, what
our values are, how we work.
--> stand up to institutions who want to find out about our "outcomes" before we've
even started the work
--> participatory dance as radical practice (now normalised - which is great in many
ways, but let's make sure we also see the work in the margins / shadows). Let's be
more radical!
--> co-production is at the heart of healthcare practice: let's embrace exploratory
partnerships.
--> we need brave funders!

Help with Zoom Audio Settings for Remote Teaching
Who called the session: Tori
Tori here, My session is about Zoom Audio
Caron Lyon
Here is a YouTube Playlist called Audio in Zoom
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPWwrb5TJwdNAnhJSsNJWZfLg1MYNbFB
b
Good chat with Tori. Yes Zoom and all online services have a habit of changing,
moving and removing settings.
Just because its useful doesn't mean for some inexplicable reason it gets removed in
an update!
In the YouTube Playlist linked above I have collected a few video that might help
troubleshoot your audience set up.
Also don't forget your Mac or PC will have its own audio set up. You need to check
for settings conflicts.
Hi Tori - I know a little about this, is there something specific you want to know?
Thank you so much for your help Caron. For anyone joining, Caron has kindly added
a YouTube playlist of advice for us all (Tori)
You are most welcome.
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How to make dance attractive and inclusive for d/Deaf audiences?
Who called the session: Nua Dance
Some ideas on making:
Include d/Deaf performers and their views/experiences
Think about how they can get the best out of the experience
Allow choice, for example, a choice of where they can seat or stand, in case they
want to be next to a speaker to feel the vibration
Interpreters can describe the music as well as the words
Some ideas on audience development
Takes time and commitment to build a following/an audience, but they are out
there
Sometimes the BSL interpreted performances are at matinees or early afternoon,
which might be difficult for some
Try to connect to Deaf people that can be advocates of the work- word of mouth
works best
Workshops with Deaf clubs so they get to know the dancers and get excited about
the ideas
Some ideas on marketing
Use BSL text
Sometimes you can avoid using the term 'dance' and speak about movement,
music, visuals

How can we use "sourced sensory" practises, at home, online, to
remove the "sensory deprevation" Zoom creates?
Who called the session: Amy #ABlindBitOfDifference
No notes.

As dance artists, what do our "Callout for Organisations" look like essentials & desirables?
Who called the session: Victor Fung
Context: Having applied for numerous "Callout for Artists" opportunities, I want to
reverse power dynamics and think about what I am looking for in organisations.
What are the essential and desirable qualities that I value in organisations I
collaborate with? Please feel free to add to the document below:
CALLOUT FOR ORGANISATIONS
We, independent dance artists, are looking for organisations to collaborate with in
order to create dance experiences of all kinds for audiences/participants.
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Essential
• Diversity and inclusivity in all aspects of the organisation including
programming, staff and audience/participants reached
• A commitment to pay artists for all aspects of their work including creation,
meetings, admin, etc.
• Transparency
• Work with artists. Listen to artists.
• People who value process as much as outputs
• People who are excited about ideas and possibility
Desirable
- A willingness to adapt current systems if they do not serve the project or its values.

How can we shift power dynamics across the dance industry?
Who called the session: Maria Ryan
No notes.

Help! The audience is in my home. What do we do with this?
Who called the session: Yael Loewenstein
How do I feel okay with people in my home? Watching? Judging? Experiencing.
How do I get over the feeling that I need to clean and prepare in a very different way
than before, ahead presenting on live video platforms?
Is the 'magic' of performance challenged by the nature of exposing peoples' home
spaces?
Are audience members now voyeurs in ways they weren't before? (Not meant in a
sinister way!)
Where is the democracy between the presenter's space and the audience members'
spaces?
What could the audience space look like?
How might we manage the audience?
Is there a way to be technologically spontenous with your audience? I.e. how much
do I need to organise the 'audience' participants.
Caron - @pcmcreative
The relationship between stage and auditorium has been turned on its head but is
still relevant.
As the performer, producer or creator the piece always had to suit the venue.
Zoom Meeting is a poor quality venue. A town hall. Very democratic in some ways
but hard to assert uniformed visual focus.
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Zoom Webinar is a more traditional Stage vs Auditorium model but at least in a real
audience the audience are present in relation to each other. You know if you are
alone of in the presence of 20 or in a crowd of 1000.
In this time of COVID the one to many relationship has dissolved. Stage being the
One and the auditorium containing many.
The destruction and elimination of the fourth wall reveals a chaos.
There is still magic to be ignited. In a passive proscenium environment aren't the
audience always voyeurs? In the world there are layers of social etiquette.
Audiences spaces are important just as you chose where to perform in the non
digital space then attention to the selection of a digital space is equally important.
Where does the audience journey begin? Front of House, in the box office, in a
Facebook group? When is the moment that audience member makes the decision to
attend? Tomorrow, in a month, walk in of the street?
You shouldn't manage an audience you should talk to it. Guide it, Welcome it.
Digitally it has to be hosted.
Theatres have the pre show tannoy.
"Good Evening and welcome to the XX theatre, This evenings performance of XX
will begin shortly. Please take your seat."
You hear it every time you go to a venue, some varient. No audience is unguided. Its
these unconscious cues that need replicating for a digital audience.
Anyone want to talk further I'm @pcmcreative on Twitter.
Just to add to this conversation the space is the content of the work. It is central to
what needs to be said through the work.
How do those without the privilege of space/ private space engage with this new
marketplace? How does the performer/ teacher/ host recover having exposed their
home in such a way? What mental health challenges does blurring this lead
to? What compensation would be needed to recognise this extra level of expectation
and who it potentially excludes?

Can We do away with, or at least minimize, free labor in
dance/performance?
Who called the session: Kayla McClellan - Freelance Dancer/Dance Science
Researcher
Who participated in the session:
Franck Bordese - Protein Dance
Jeanefer - Freelance Dancer, independent sector
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Nicholas Keegan - freelance dancer, equity representative
-mindset started from training (year long placements working for free)
• -organizations get used to the idea of people working for free
• -how long do you need to do working for free or "exposure"
•

-knowing when to stop...free work can lead to networks and having your name our
there
• -people will continue to ask/assume you'll work for free
• -weigh your options
•

-How can we change a culture so there is no way you ever felt comfortable bringing
in a freelancer without thinking about how you'll pay them?
• -or know that if you don't have money, how can you benefit them?
• -this has further implications: open up the field to others that aren't as
privilaged with money, assistance from family, etc.
•

-Possible Answers: Creating an ethical framework
• -being honest up front and have a plan as to how everyone will equally benefit
from the work
• -say no to free work when it won't benefit you in one or more ways (it stops
with us because people will always ask)
• -hold organizations with more money accountable
• -give dancer business management courses in uni
•

-switching the narrative from "go get a proper job" to "well, my work can save lives"
-what else can we give each other, other than money or "exposure"
-matter of fairness
• -MORE TRANSPARENCY (who's getting paid?)
• -if anyone is getting paid, you probably should be.
•

-what's happening online for free?
• -artists work is being shown (which they never thought would be done) and
they're not getting paid (like an actor would be)
• -will people expect teachers to continue to teach for free online post-covid?
•

*Freelance Dance Task Force*
• -Join mailing list
•

-Equity Representative (Nicholas is Dance Representative)
• -working with employers for better representation/deals for freelancers
• -How can you join equity?
• -can apply to equity if you can prove income as a freelancer over 3 years (we
think)
• -irony is that equity rates aren't even that high
• -dance equity members = historically more commercial/west end dance
*Equity Dance Social Dance Networks*
• -Equity Dance Network = facebook page
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What are the best ways you can imagine of incorporating dance in
theatre, integrally?
Who called the session: Nina Rapi
Who participated in the session: Remy Bertrand
This was a session with two people and a very productive one!
Nina talked about her ways of incorporating dance in theatre which evolved in the
following way:
1. Creating a dancer in a play but not showing her dance, years ago.
2. In 2018, in her play Un/certainties she created a dancer character but her actual
dancing (rehearsing/final perfrormance) was part of the story/play.
3. Last year in her collaborative project/multi-media performance The body my
love, the body, she found the best way yet. Starting with text, the video artist and the
musician interpreted it, improvising. The dancer improvised with text and music. This
was all done online, giving each other feedback. The final performance was live and
it worked beautifully. It was a short performance of 20 minutes shown in a festival in
Athens.
Her question now is whether it's possible to create something longer on that basis,
maybe a trilogy?
Remy gave useful feedback and interesting artists to check out e.g. Mary Overlie,
6 viewpoints & Ruth Zappora, action theatre. Her word is dance-based but also uses
text.
Remy believes that even if you try working without any pattern at all, a pattern will
emerge because this is how our brains work.
Nina in a different way believes that a dramaturgical structure is essential in any
piece of theatre.
Remy spoke of his own experience of improvised theatre with his company
Zootrophic, which started in 2009 and sometimes performing with as many as 30
people. Last show was 100 years after Brexit, an immersive piece of theatre, in
2018. He spoke of the challenges of improvisatory theatre, how much training it
actually needs to improvise on stage.
He has used dance in his shows but is also interested in finding out how to use
dance integrally in a show. How not to use dance as only an 'illustration' but as a
way to also 'drive the plot'. The question of how dance interprets story is one aspect
but the question is can you then interpet with words the emotions and expression of
dance? This way bringing the unconcious of movement, sensation and emotion of
improvised dance to the world of thoughts and words.
Remy spoke about Pina Bausch and we both agreed on how she actually creates
stories not with words but with bodies. We then went on to a discussion about the
differences between plot and story. For Nina who used to teach Creative Writing at
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Universities in London this brought back old debates about plot being a dirty word in
academia and some writing circles and how for her what's important is primarily the
structure of a piece of theatre and how that impacts on the audience. Not that plot is
not useful but sometimes just the story can be very evocative. This discussion
excited Nina as it gave her the idea that the latest piece "The body my love the
body", tells a story not just through words but also music, video and dance, a
collective story. Maybe here we have a clear example of story, not plot.
For Remy the notion of plot is something that intrigues the audience, there is some
problem/a mystery to be solved. Keeping the audience curious can be important in
improvisatory theatre. A story by itself might not interest an audience but a
QUESTION that needs to be answered, a PROBLEM to be solved, i.e. a plot, keeps
the audience in suspence and interested. Whereas in Pina Bauch there is no plot but
there is a story. She, however, keeps the suspence e.g. in her improvisation with a
dog the question arises: 'can she manage to make it happen?'
Question is emerging: what keeps an audience interested? Character?
Performance? Story/plot? Ideas? Experience?
Remy asked how Nina used plot her my teaching. She answered that she did not
teach about plot but structure, different kinds of structure, e.g. linear/Aristotelian,
circular (e.g. mythic one), epic (e.g. Brecht), using rituals to build up a story (e.g.
Genet/The maids) etc.
Lots to talk about but we have to draw the line here.

Practice: Am I a dancer only when I have a dance job? What
happens to us in the abscence of dance job/ work? What is a daily
practice and reimagining practice in an ideal world?
Who called the session: Akshay Sharma
Questions that I have been thinking about because of lockdown along with many
other in a freelance industry have made me realise that the dancer should be able to
exist irrespective of whether you are in a dance job or not/ lockdown or not/ sky is
falling or not - maybe you need to stop dancing then and take shelter ....
I have been dancing everyday which is not about keeping fit for a dance job that
might come in the future but for myself.
" Being in dialogue with others in a group" , we can be forgotten , unidentifiable and
how resources support us in building our selves. Anchoring
The question of 'being in an artistic practice when i dont have a dance job'
how do we value practice that does not have financial exchange
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can you be a dancer without a practice or without dancing physically?
sure you can - its all about deciding that it is
Im wondering if we can form a dance club for introverts?
resting as a practice - such a resistance.
Protecting our personal relationship with dance - how do we do that?

Hey! Lets stop commissioning bullies.
Who called the session: Theo Clinkard
Who participated in the session:
Theo Clinkard, Seeta Patel, Gillie Kleiman, Flora Wellesley Wesley, Freddie
Opooku-Addaie, Rob Jones, Jean Abreu, Anthea Lewis, Cameron MacMillan, Kayla
McClellan, Andrew Hurst, Becky Namgauds, Louise Katerega, Lauren Wright,
Lauren Potter, Jane (surname tbc) and many more!!
Some links and some thoughts from attendees... (notes then continued below)
https://www.equity.org.uk/at-work/bullying-harassment/
Members can report incidents to our Bullying and Harassment Helpline (020 7670
0268) and receive advice on what to do in their situation. They can also email us on
harassment@equity.org.uk.
Members can call our Mental health and well-being
helpline on 0800 917 6470 (have your Equity number to hand).
https://www.engagementarts.be/en
Do we need a manifesto? A code of ethics?
Lots of codes of ethics already exist and bullies are still being commissioned. What
practices and processes do we need and how is ongoing training implemented so
that in a crisis these prctices exist within people's muscle memory?
What if the bullies don't think they are they are bullies?
Instagram new wellbeing movement on the block @artistsswhub Artists
Safeguarding & Wellbeing Hub
Louise Katerega (she/her): yes leadership and management training - and it could
start at youth dance level. Public/private schools teach leadership from the off...
When do we cancel people and when do we give them space to make reparations
and change?
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AD's and commissioners can be equally guilty of bad practice, so where is the drive
to change and be accountable? so to whom?
Many established artists on recieving end of younger dancers stories/experiences
and unsure what to do with this (2nd hand) information.
Fear of dancers being blacklisted if sharing their experience.
Great independent initiative called (Brave Space -working title) is in early stages.
Gathering anonymous testimonies from artists, (inspired by Engagement Arts in
Belgium) to create a body of examples to demonstrate the scale of issue. Not
naming and shaming - anonymous in both ways. With trained support structure in
place and safe environment, so as not to perpetuate trauma.
'Give humanity to the statistics'. Yet to find a way to 'put it out there'.
Desire to compell people in power/orgs etc to take notice. To say these arent 'one
off' incidents.
Accumulate stories in a place where artists can realise they are not alone.
Frustration with manifestos and guidelines etc - no accountability.
Example of an organisation who were aware (therefor enabled) an artist to abuse
another artist in their building. When this came to light - 'we're just commissioners,
it's for the producer to address'
Established dancer to dancers awareness of which makers to avoid working with younger dancers walking into lions den.
'moaning dancers' - serious problems without a place to direct information etc.
Re #metoo, dance seems to be behind on all fronts
What incentives could there be for choreographers/companies working ethically?
- Idea of an Ethical / Fairtrade type stamp for good practice
- opposite end of the scale - Fear based call out culture online
Where are the mechanisms for annonyumous feedback to the funder, that
choreographers and producers aren’t party to? assumed to be too much workload.
The lead artist/producer is free to 'frame' the project in a final ACE report.
We need to trust the dancers, enquiring, making it safe for them.
Dance training- classical basis of dancers not encouraged to have a voice in the
room, to not speak up.... leading onto pro dancers not being practiced at directly
stating - 'I'm no ok with this' to choreographer etc.
Testimony of physiotherapist going directly to ACE after treating 5 dancers miniscus
tears in one company in a few years.
How do we ensure the most at risk are safe (ie financially insecurity)
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Why does the dance culture require the workforce to have thick skins and what kind
of work is made therefor?
Cross generational re-education, sharing experiences, passing examples on to
younger dancers.
Importance of regullar semi-structured company check-ins.
Teachers having own education and workspace trauma, (unless they address this
and get perspective) the culture gets handed down to students.
Teachers being un unionised. Dance schools discourage that- preferring 'family'
culture
Family culture in schools is a red flag! A 'pass' for abuses of power, not held to
account.
Equity harassment helpline (see above). They're arty to lots of information and are
there to represent and protect members legally.
Risk of libel cases with testimony gathering approach. Equity have strategies for
writing letters that infer they have evidence but still protecting the victim.
'Brave Space' - they want to recognise systemic issue through patterns that
emerge.
Confidents (listeners) in place to understand each situation, help direct the artists
next actions. What is ok? what isn't? - case by case. Complexity - less formalised
than equity - initial between space for conversation.
There are examples of good practice.
How did we get to this point? What is the route of problem? How do we shift the
culture? Who is upheld? Who was headstong enough to create and run a company
and fight for it? What do we think of as leadership therefor?
'Successful' bullying dance makers. Terrible that these people are role models?
Who gets support and on what basis? Who is doing the work of caring and finding
out about how the work is made?
Once heard 'if we support good practice only, do we only create that caring sharing
type work?' This highlights an assumption that to make challenging work, the
process needs to be unsafe.
In terms of who is held accountable, in any other profession which has a duty of care
- nursing, education etc. there is a period of probation – you’re watched for 6-12
months.
Could funders be watching over the behaviours of companies, could there be a
mechanism whereby dancers can feedback so the leader has to account for
themselves?
If you get public money you are marked on your inclusion and diversity etc should
this good practice be included?
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Depending on company scale - Equity Representative is in place - structure for cast
to go to that elected person. Enables mediation between dancers and management.
Example of a company serially mistreating dancers....
Dancers alerted equity, equity alerted ACE, ACE put pressure on company to have
meetings with equity, dancers, ACE and management present - co. formally held to
account.
Responsible makers holding themself accountable.
How do we help young directors learn how to work well/safely? training?
Everyone learning, how do we make the work we need to make and know the
edge/balance.
Benefit of learning from conversation example above - with ACE Equity etc.
How do we hold ACE accountable as biggest funding body?
Example of artists going to ACE but nothing being done beyond empathising.
Contrast between how much we have to do to get money but this care/work not done
in return.
Proposed idea of questionnaires for participants to fill out detailing their experience
at the end of a project to send directly to funder etc.
Feedback /review issues. When do these initiatives encourage the negative
experiences.
How do we change the culture? What is happening in schools? How do we model
another way? Thinking long term, what can we put in place for the future?
Socieatlly we reward bad behaviour. Turning blind eye, 'it's a personality trait'
How do we encourage this responsible self-reflection. End to accepting the bad
behaviour.
What is the reward in dance - the commission cash, the festival invite etc.
A canon of work that has been established in UK (Sadler's) and understood to be by
many what 'quality' looks like (esp on large stages)
Those impossibly well timed military style unisons, often made from one body.
Questioning the aesthetics and politics and assumed process that leads to this kind
of work. The falling into line etc. (whilst acknowledging that well rehearsed dance is
always made in problematic ways).
What about devised collaborative dance that doesn't operate in this way, does it look
like bad quality, doesn't belong there?
DV8 as example, well funded but don’t make this kind of work. However, rumour has
it that all the artists all end up on therapy. Common knowledge of problematic
process, but still given lions share of funding.
Familiar problem of genius choreographer.
At what point are we all enabling? Having this kind of information while younger
dancers don't?
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Training can support this, by illustrating good behavior and explaining to dancers that
they dont need to accept certain modes of behaviour. Outlining the different roles
you can take in the room. Director/interpreter/cooperative etc
Importance of feeling openess for discussions in professional settings. Constructive
criticism and dancers aiding makers to do be better. Opportunity for learning and
help. Rather than cancelling or stopping someone.
What is learnt in school and classes, is there a value around independant thinking
and agency? What is brought in to the field and perpetuated from this early stage.
What do teachers unconsciously perpetuate around roles and conflict etc.
Distinction between not feeling great and actual abuse and trauma. This needs
clarity.
The clouding and lack of clarity complicating the needed awareness.
The need to help dancers understand what is inappropriate language, touch, bullying
behaviour.
Are there any existing documents on these issues?
What do we mean by bullying? where is the line? Risk of negating emotional risk in a
process.
What could the guidelines be?
It's is very nuanced! It's not always very clean cut line, you're not always sure understones etc.
The need for somewhere to go to establish if your experience is 'a thing' BEFORE
getting to the point of complaining.
It's not always clear if an official complaint is warranted.
Dana Casperson - 'A #metoo conference would turn into a massive moan fest, the
scale is discouraging for honesty so it needs small satellite groups'
Importance of dispassionate and clear contextualised testimonies.
Wherever the power lies is the area we need to look at. Bottom up systems for
dancers and top down change.
If Jan Fabre keeps getting funded what do we do?
Dancers put themselves at massive risk to call out bad practice and abuse.
Even higher risk going forwards with highly competitive post 2020 worklife.
Issue of Equity reps (eventually) being sacked as assumed to be trouble makers in
companies.
'Seasoned' professionals having a role in empowering younger dancers, acting as a
sounding board, angels, buddy systems etc.
Those of us safe enough to withstand the fall out. Informal, friendly support rather
than professionalised.
Conversation needed due to nuance of each scenario.
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Instagram as the place to reach those most at risk. Make what is available visible to
those that need it. It need to be around them.
Wider societal and art making issues in UK. Foundations of art and entertainment
here. Systemic stuff.
Shakespeare was by and for the people - royalty attended. Elsewhere royalty told
the people what was good.
Exited for a new generation of politicised students holding schools to account- BLM
example.
Artists who could/have 'worked the system' to make their way up the ladder. The
same names - those who can command audiences etc. How this situation builds a
canon of work, often requiring obedient bodies.
Agency of dancers. Dancers who take up the space and exercise this, versus the
many who don't and even resist it.
Master/ student equation.
Abuse being different from dancers with bruised egos. Otherwise we open up to grey
area of censorship of artistry etc.
Focus needs to be on the 'bigger fish we need to fry' - the real trauma.
Is there an embedded culture of communication in the company? Regular check ins.
how are people feeling? the dialogue needs to be constant and routine.
Conversation around the experience people are having, space for communal
reflection.
This being different from the 'top end' bullying experience.
Fear of backlash to this response - accusations creating a culture of snowflake-ism.
This will happen anyway.
Bigger companies having safeguarding in place. Do smaller projects need some
safeguarding equivalent - required for ACE funding?
Issue of bullying from dancers. How to deal with this kind of conflict also.
Our systems/patterns/workplace culture lags behind and needs updating. It's our
responsibility to catch up the workplace with current massive societal change.
Status can easily be threatened now with online platforms - new territory.
The work made is the baby of the maker, the stakes aren't as high for dancers, the
buck stops with the maker and it comes with responsibility and having a good sound
moral compass. How to be good leaders.
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Can dance exist without touch?
Who called the session: Anna Golding
Who participated in the session:
Anna Golding the emotional language in touch is lost
Michael Hallam salsa and partner dance
Ellen Steinmuller society has lost touch altogether, what does this do to
mental/emotional health
Ruth Pethybridge
Lauren Vincent
Mel Knott - in community practice, with students, the emotional connection, the trust
that we place in each other
Ruth Pethybridge no basically it can't. we need to fight to legislate that touch is
fundamental. challenge the decision makers and liberate independent choices.
Within this, the touch encounter becomes rare, heightened and remarkable.
Effie McGuire Ward
Beth Peters
Maria
How to keep partner dancing practice alive?
Can we re-define touch? NO!
what is the function of touch - emotional, communication, containment - body
boundaries - eye contact, can we find connections to touch and our own space.
why are we tip-toeing around it? can we create the structures around dance to
support touch being abled to happen. Residency bubbles? Quarantine groupings.
Can people feel that they can be allowed to make their own choices?
We enter into an agreement of trust and maybe these things happen less often,
timescales are spread out, we slow down but we still create structures to support it.
Ways of remodelling the lead and follow in remote and virtual environments. Signals
on Zoom rather than tactile signals - did it make the same connections? Participants
felt like they were partner dancing. Was it the same?
In partner dancing (salsa) using ZOOM one to ones to compensate for the lack of
touch between the partners. I modified some of the lead signals so we get real tie
lead and follow. That did create a feeling of physical connectedness and a feeling
that we had been doing contact dancing. I think our empathic mirroring ability (which
we engage when we get lost in a film) can kick in and compensate, to some extent
for the lack of actual person to person touch. You also have the movement and the
rhythm and the beat which also creates connection and a sense of inner movement.
You can be physically touching someone but not being connected - so can we take
this - the eye contact can it be as satisfying? It may work better if you are 'touch
literate' but what if you are new to it - have not experienced it
What are the positives we can find from this place .....
At the moment there is a fear associated with touch - are we in a place where we
feel like we are being radical?
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What do we build up to gradually introduce touch? Many people do not want to
touch when they first come to dance activity.
A positive, is that even if people were not aware before, they are more aware of
touch - we have been without it - can dance help with these connections
An invitation for more self-touch on your own surfaces
Looking at touch from the inside out - get in touch with yourself
How can we be in contact when we share the same space - a shared space of
imagination - is this a 'touching' space - we feel connected
and to natural habitats, props
A feeling space of connection
is there a potential in physical awareness being at the forefront now? People aware
of personal space - a spotlight of awareness
Is there now a space for the evolution of new versions of social dance styles?

How do we dismantle the system in the dance sector that does not
work for many?
Who called the session: Jane C
A central place for independent producers/ artists to gather
-to share & exchange (info / knowledge / skill / tips / advice)
-to gather (converse / vant )
How do we hold Arts Council / Organisations accountable
How do we re-imagine working with the system to support us in making changes

Who is researching making work online? Can we use the digital
space a playground.
Who called the session: IJAD Digital Space
No notes.
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How can we do better with diversity/representation and equality in
dance
Who called the session: Liz Allum
Discussions around box ticking - how to change institutionals, structures of power
rather than tokenistically placing people in to existing structures and then
perpetuating problems.
There's a problem with people clinging to positions of power.
Stereotypes and stigma/snobbery around styles of dance, community and
participatory dance, and teaching/education being seen as something dancers do if
they 'failed' as a dancer.
We need better training for organisations, and we need better education and
training at school and dance training institution level.
Tokenistic 'diversity' training doesn't bring about attitudinal and behavioural
change.
We need to be accountable, and ACE and other funders and big orgs need to be
accountable, and checking on the quality and reach of work, to prevent box ticking
and tokenism.
If people aren't applying to our organisations, or answering our open calls, it's not
because they don't exist, it's because we are not marketing to them, reaching them,
only working within our own bubbles.
We need to be brave about difficult conversations. instead of 'diversity' training,
how about we invest in support to enable organisations to have difficult
conversations about all sorts of issues.
Let's not forget diversity is a very big term, and needs and barriers for different
people are wildly different. We should be changing the overarching problems, not
focussing on each individual group.
Great example of Jess Tom and work at Battersea Arts Centre around
accessibility.
We need to build meaningful connections with our communities and with one
another.
And we need system and institution disruptors. We need to accept we might not
be able to change the existing systems of power and hierarchy, and maybe we
shouldn't waste our energy trying, but instead build who new systems.
If now is the moment to make change, maybe we should invite people to change a
little
If there's going to be radical change, there needs to be the space - is it something
we really only understand things in hindsight? Makes it really hard to know what
needs to be in place, although there are some universal understandings so maybe
we can address the structures
At some point good intentions need to go to actions
Particularly scary because it seems this government has no understanding of the
arts
Thought I would share this in case you had not seen it:
https://medium.com/@revolutionornothing/white-colleague-listen-2d098d6a4a5d
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Creative movement as a strategy for tackling obesity
Who called the session: Sue Oliver
Who participated in the session: No-one. Hence closing meeting but I've very much
enjoyed - and gained from - participation in other groups and would like to make
contact with certain participants. Will there be a shared handout of participants and
contacts?
I came late sorry Sue, writing up notes from my session.
Was interested in engaging older women with weight issues
I have concerns about the framing of this session and how it could lead to reinforcing
the negative relationships people in dance have with their bodies. There is lots of
research about weight stigma. This pledge from a number of clinical bodies is a
great starting point. https://www.kcl.ac.uk/research/obesity-pledge

How do we make people feel connected through a virtual platform
Who called the session: Julia Fitzelle
Who participated in the session:
Joumana, Anthea, Susan, Michael, Steph, Paul, Caron, Lauren, Karen, Anna
Simplicity - what does it mean to work with digital.
Don't see it as limiting, work with the potential of the digital platforms.
Structured group improvisation
Acknowledgement of situation and trying it find points of connection visually or
verbally
Clear moment of togetherness - even group breathing to centre and focus.
Use the frame of the lens if appropriate, but not always needing to be on camera.
Sound and audio quality is a challenge as people need to be muted. This makes it
even harder for people to find their voice and speak up. Go round the room and hear
something from each person, even if it is just a name.
Facilitate clearly who should contribute next as the order is not clear on the grid
Unifying thought process - common points to help people connect to idea or theme
Challenging not getting instant response especially if participants are on mute. have
to trust it will translate
Covid wasn't the start of digital
Send a package of something to all participants through the post - even a sachet of
hot chocolate - helps bring a feeling of community
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Explore the weirdness
Digital unlocks audiences who cannot access live content. There is always audience
somewhere, digital is a great way of connecting with them and retaining them.
Discord - a bit like twitter and reddit. A forum based platform. Can break out into
rooms with voice or text, but no video. Twitch is a live streaming gamers channel.
Performance happening in a virtual world - Fortnite concert. MIF (Manchester
International Festival) are exploring possibilities of art work in Fortnite. Disclosure
are a music/dance company who have built a world in
Minecrafthttps://minecraft.disclosureofficial.com/#learnmore
Don't add digital (technol0gy)to the way you do things, change the way you do
things when you know what technology can do.
Looking at signals, to facilitate spontaneous partner dancing and pinning your
partner using the zoom facility in a salsa class. Came up with a group language at
the start of the session - not overcome how to manage woth beginers yet though.
Acknowledging people who join through the session makes you feel seen and is
important.
Being the last to leave as the facilitator is very important.
Drop of energy on zoom is a challenge. trying to overcome that is very difficult.
Learning to go with it and be at peace with that is freeing. Accept the environment is
different.

What can you teach me about Audio Description in Dance?
Who called the session: Anna Dominian
Who participated in the session: Sue Smith, Amy Neilson Smith
Audio description - sensory making tools for choreography. Research into current
models, rules, guidelines and modes of thought.
Loads of rules. Can't do certain things, can't use terminology, can't interpret, must be
objective. What is that?
Who is deciding who says what and why? There's a lot of power invested in that
role.
"We don't do dance because there's nothing to describe"
Should directors / choreographers be involved in the description?
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Does a performer get to decide on their personal/phyiscal description?
Particular skill to talk about movement. Twisting, wrapping, flying...
A Blind Bit of Difference - began as an educational prog, developed into an extensive
network of adults.
https://vocaleyes.co.uk/describing-diversity-report-published
http://rationalemethod.com/audio-description-innovation-2/

What do we do about the Bonnie Bird Awards? [racist
commissioning, programming & awarding]
Who called the session: Paul Hughes
Who participated in the session: Paul Hughes, Lizzie Fort, Emma Jayne
Park, Max Fort, Lizzie's dog, Freddie FOA, Louise Katerega, Lydia, Kat Bridge,
Theresa Beattie, Paul Burns, Lauren Wright, and more more more.
The Bonnie Bird Awards:
- a biannual award for dance artists.
- usually three or four awards – the main award in 2019 was £20,000.
- arguably the most significant UK award for independant artists in dance,
comparable to the Turner Prize for visual arts.
- all voluntary except for small role for part time administrator
- money from friends of Bonnie Bird given when they died
- a finite resource
In 2019 the awards (decided by a panel of independant artists) were given to an allwhite line up.
Since challenged about this, the Bonnie Bird have done 'diddley-squat'.
Freddie was invited onto the panel, turned them down: The parameters for selection
had problems.
Who is setting the questions?
How can an artist of colour ethically get on board with panels that are set up
incorrectly in the first place?
Post-#BLM there have been many institutional statements of solidarity / support.
- yet most with no action plan, retaining all-white boards, not replying to questions.
Yet how can these organisations be held to account?
> there's no space to talk about it.
> Any critical question gets registered as 'just calling out'.
> Are 'we' ready to have critical reflections aimed at what 'we' are doing?
> Have the conversations, and pay people of colour to sit in a call bullshit.
> Acknowledge ignorance. Say you are unable to respond / speak / take action, but
that you'll do the research. And that you'll check in three months later.
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> Board members standing down? Legality, process.
> Who is being paid to do this work? To challenge / hold to account.
How much is enough (financially) to come in and call out bullshit from a lived
experience?
People are EXHAUSTED. Where is the space to heal and how is this
compensated?
How do we stop rewarding ignorance?
The bar is so low for organisational leadership for their understanding / expertise.
> In the USA it's better?
The work to change these institutions.
> So much to change. Hard to see change. Exhaustion.
> Who are you knocking with?
> Who are the people with power listening to? Can we get to them?
> Getting leadership from long-term activists... people who have seen a lot of
change.
>It's going to take many centuries to undo racism. The humility of doing this work....
Taking it apart bit by bit.
How can we better share resources?
- Inc Arts, the organisation which led on ~BAMEover Has a diversity charter for arts
organisations to sign up to to https://incarts.uk/%23cultureneedsdiversity
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VhXMwDlCBYRGkiDkVJOU8LLbrjSe2VgYIZC
ZcQCpcJc/edit
- Z arts
Being more thoughtful / accountable in our own positions
- selection processes
- questions around the concept of 'the open call'
- ways to share best practice around selection processes and encouraging equity
through this
- needing to resource selection processes properly to ensure they are equitable
- have to be very clear in the vision / mission of an organisation whether equity is
central, and maintain that commitment through action.
- Let's not dismiss this as being an organisational issue. White independent artists
have had a say.
Is what we have witnessed being a good co-conspirator?
Looking for people to stand close enough to the pole.
Being present on what is happening in the moment. Not just presenting.
Present without presenting
How much does it cost an organisation to change / develop / educate itself.
- Bonnie Bird all volunteer
- Individuals educating themselves?
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- Specialist focus groups? Youth boards...
- There are lots of people of colour who give their time and expertise

What risks are worth taking? Advocating for Participatory Dance
Who called the session: Ruth Pethybridge
This conversation had a life in another group about if dance can exist without touch

Publishing and Publications for Movement/ Theatre
Who called the session: Wendy Houstoun
Who participated in the session: Wendy Houstoun, Martha Oakes, Rosie2,
BBrady, Ruth Pethybridge, Nina Rapi, Ellie, Emma Jayne Park, Lydia, Amelia
Poveda Irles, Lauren Wright
What does the publication look like ?
Magazine !
A lot of academic writing
Artist speaking as improvised text ?
Creative writing!
Fo DIary
Comedy /Poletics/
Print ? Online ?
What are still working in print ?
Designer/ ideas /
Artist that write .....
Do people know about the Artist Voice / Not overly reflective
Dance Press list - Journalist ?
Have you found a gap in the market
How do you inhabit the media that is not a critical commentary on it ?
Do you want to collaborate? /
Kind of a Mag ?
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Private Eye - / Modesle
Artist voices in a freer view `Humour is a great way in
Animated ?
to create something that has an ethos e.g,
Are things shape shifting all the time and what becomes identity driven ?
What morphs and keeps reshaping itself
What is the difference between maliciousness and deflamatory in legal terms?
The idea that writing can be a disruptive force is important but equally taking an
ethical position in terms of what is published
Is the radical edge of zine making a helpful tool?
Where is the ramshackle rage and DIY feeling?
Where is the boshed out hyper passionate writing and how can this compliment the
well edited content that already exists in publications like Arts Professional?
Could someone just submit a question scribbled in crayon in massive clumsy letters?
Wouldn't it be lovely to get people in a room with staplers, a printer and homepage
pages for distribution? How can this be cautious in terms of sustainablity.
What would being online with a limited 'print' run look like?
If it for 'us' by 'us' could it be a place people can go to talk about all of the ironic,
questionable and sometimes unethical work?
How do people contribute without compromising their career?
What is the value of paper? Aside from the ecological question, what extra value is
there to this existing in print. People can engage with it privately. Why is this
powerful?

Dancing outdoors and creative practices in relationship to horses
(and other animals).
Who called the session: Flora
Who participated in the session: Flora
There's a centre for people-therapy with horses in Netherton, just outside Newton
Abbot in Devon.
'Becoming Animal' book
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From Me to Everyone: (4:28 pm)
Body Weather
Anna Halprin / Daria Halprin
South West practitioners
Denise Rowe
Helen Poyner
Earth Camp
Kinship workshops
Embodied Presence (Cornwall/Devon)
From AnnaL2 to Everyone: (4:30 pm)
Apologies: I'm going to go as my battery is running low.
From Me to Everyone: (4:31 pm)
Foot to Earth Camp
Shamanic camp - up in the lakes
barefoot dancing
spread eagle on the earth
great feeling of support
From Me to Everyone: (4:38 pm)
Jamie Catto
Idea of playing more
Youtube
Virtual Bodysex
Burlesque homework - touch yourself more
In the shower
touching food
From Me to Everyone: (4:45 pm)
[email redacted]
From Anne Kingston to Everyone: (4:45 pm)
[email redacted] www.annekingston.com
From Anne Kingston to Me: (Privately) (4:49 pm)
Embodied Presence (located in Devon I think but certainly south west) Lee and
Jamus offer Mon morning Zoom sessions.. Meditation, dance and then some
somatic focus on one area of the body. Pay what you can afford. 10am-12
From Me to Everyone: (4:49 pm)
dancing in water
Continuum - Anna Halprin
From Anne Kingston to Everyone: (4:50 pm)
Daria and Anna Halprin's work in water Emilie Conrad and Continnum also somatic
work of interest Denise's Foot to Earth camp worth it when we are able to come
together again
From Me to Everyone: (4:52 pm)
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we are animals we are meant to move dancing is a moving living beast
From Me to Everyone: (4:53 pm)
I did a Living Anatomy course last year that really fed me
dancing as a life skill
dance in the desert
eastern sahara
leaving everything you know behind you
getting your barefeet in the sand/soil
living in nature can be a massive opener for people
stuff arises
From Me to Everyone: (4:55 pm)
grief, sadness, anger coming ou
shadow work astrology…
in nature - not rushing
From Me to Everyone: (5:11 pm)
reflecting on our own
Elisabeth and Anne Kingston and flora

What would an ideal future look like? Paint, draw, dance, sing, write
your ideal future.
Who called the session: Emma Zangs
Moved to Rosemary Lee session on In an ideal world what would the dance world
look like?

What ways have you found to make dance work online?
Who called the session: Jeremy
Jeremy: Hello! I called this as an example session, but I've had requests to make it
an actual session. I won't be attending (I need to be in the Main Space on tech
troubleshooting lookout!), but please feel free to take this session and run with it if
you would like to. (including taking some notes/constructing a report).
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How do we have more artists making more decisions about more
resources?
Who called the session: Gillie
Who participated in the session: Es, Jane, Jo
- organisations to voluntarily devolve parts of their budgets to groups of artists - to
enable them to make decisions and design programmes
- ACE to require all NPO organisations to have independent artists on their boards
- Lobby orgs to create artist advisory committees. Create governance structures
which mean the organisation is responsible to these (elected?) groups of artists.
Orgs to prioritise significant resources for these processes - if you can find money for
the marketing team, you can find it for this
- particularly in this present moment, when we can take a break from pouring
resources into large scale productions with massive audience outcomes
- ACE to introduce caps on the wages of those at the top of NPO funded
organisations, in relation to their lowest paid employees (if this means certain skills
are lost, maybe these aren't the skills required for the versions of these organisations
that might exist moving forwards)
- arts workers to demand a maximum amount of money that an individual
organisation can receive from the arts council - carve up the big institutions
- smaller, more experimental orgs trialling experimental models for devolving
decision making - leading by example
- artists grouping together to lobby/apply for money to trial some of these methods??
- Can we be okay with giving space to fail in the process of trying something that is
genuinely new, instead of letting quieter ongoing failure happen as re-hashed
versions of the same problematic structures suck up resources and folks are too
scared to rub it out and start again.
- How do we get folks to look past their own perceptions of their own relevance?
- Organisations big and small need to be looking inside the organisation —

Should we be satisfied with precarious freelance employment
structures/precarious income post-Covid?
Who called the session: Nick
How do we show to true cost of delivering arts?
Competition
National portfolio artist
This idea is flawed on a number of level (how would reporting work? access to
project funds? replicating a broken structure that serves a specific elite.) Creating
jobs for artists is a different question and a different offering. Is an NPO artist
actually freelance anymore?
Stepping stones towards a more secure income structure? longer term relationships
with artists/commissions.
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Pitching for jobs/ competition. luxury of jobs that are longer than 3-4 months
...In summary.. the answer is no. We shouldn't be satisfied with precarious freelance
employment structures/precarious income post-covid?
What makes freelance lives precarious and how do we look to change these
things? What do we mean by precarious? Is everyone invested in this conversation
talking about people being able to pay their bills, put food on the table and maintain a
basic quality of life or is it something more? Is it about projects being shifted,
redesigned and/or cancelled which impacts profile and career strategy? These
would require different strategies for change.

Who is here from Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland? Where is
everyone else?
Who called the session: Emma Jayne Park
Who participated in the session: Emma Jayne Park, Jane Hobson, Nicola Curry,
Sara Kemal, Saffy Setohy,
Maybe it's just helpful to have a list of who is here?!
What would encourage people to be here?
- Scotland is full of fiesty women!!
Why aren't people here?
What is the role of local? What is meaning of local?
We're all trying to keep up on devolved decicions and Westminster stuff.
NI - seems to be going via tha Arts Council.

Is now the prime time to be creating work for outdoors and
reaching new audiences? How can we truly engage with our
audience with the new social distancing measures?
Who called the session: Kay and Karen
Where do we place sited/outdoor work
Talk around controlled and uncontrolled spaces
How do we manage the audience when the space is uncontrolled
Issues of contracting freelance in Covid times
Some estates are offering land to present work in
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Ensure you have legal support - ie don't want police stopping your event
Ensure risk assessment is up to date - Event Industry Forum is a good place to get
up to date procedures during Covid
Process of managing work and paying freelancers
Controlled spaces seem a better solution even when free can be ticketed and
audiences managed
Problem with uncontrolled is there is a challenge in controlling audiences and
meeting government guidelines in local lockdown situations at this time the rule of 6
Who is 'our' audience? Do the 'new audiences' we are trying to reach want to be
seen as audiences? Is this terminology and the thinking behind it transactional?

What has changed in terms of your relationship to dance/dancing
recently?
Who called the session: Ben Wright
Who participated in the session: Hannah, Freddie, Portland, Lauren, Emma,
Lucie, Lou, Sarah, Effie, Jane, liv, Ruth, Tania, Mel, VIctor, Theresa, Louise, Kirtsen,
David
Disconnect between doing and making, separation between practise and
experiencing -disconnect between practice and the industry of practice
Lives that are defined by dance and art, and the loss of performances that guide us
through and help us navigate it is major
Perhaps now it's time for the industry to reinvent itself to be relevant to practice,
rather than practice feeling it has to find its way into new structures
Q: existential crisis, of what dancers and choreographers are doing / turning /
looking. - are people thinking of leaving the field?
Apparently 400% increase in approaches to Dancers Career Development asking for
help with retraining
What do we do when we lose our passion for dance? how do we protect our
personal relationship to dance?
Suggestion to think about this experience as a sabbatical. Be deeply in this moment
and see what comes up. Trust process. Get in touch with intuitive heart. (This is
only possible for those privileged enough to be able to afford sabbatical time
Upside of not travelling means more time. Reconnecting why it is important to dance,
feels even more political now, when all the odds are against you. What is the gift
here?
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Have moved away from concepts of choreo to just me dancing in my kitchen, an
enlivening relationship with dance
How do we fall in love with dance again? Are there small, daily practices we can
do? Make it gradual.
Many people have spent time writing about what dance is, supporting artists and
organisations to get funding and it has put me in touch with what it is, why it is
important,
no meaning other than feeling. Just a return to the body.
Be a warrior not a worrier!
closer to dance. so many people dancing in their houses - accessible to do this too
rather than dance only being visible in formal spaces.
power of a small conduit without intermediary
a little goes a very long way. Even with small numbers, community settings are
positively responsive, it reassures you we can still go on.

Would anyone like to talk about touring and how we might be able
to make it less painful when it becomes an option again??
Who called the session: Lydia Wharf
Who participated in the session: Lydia Wharf & Amanda Skoog
Conversation around previous touring models, both in UK and overseas, and
whether or not they can be viable in the post-covid world. Also, whether they were
ever viable??
We talked about different scales of touring, using examples of independent work and
work supported by NPO funding, and the challenges that existed in those situations
previously.
We discussed the precarity of touring going forward, given redundancies and
possible closures in theatres across the UK. We considered what was left if we took
touring out of the equation altogther. This felt difficult, but opened up possibilities - as
a radical change always does!
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How can we make sure that the curation/presentation of dance to
audiences is a true representation of the diverse nature of dance
and not what is just the popular?
Who called the session: jean Abreu
No notes.

In an ideal world, what would the dance world look like?
Who called the session: Rosemary Lee
Who participated in the session: many _ I didn't get everyone to sign in! Sorry.
I called this session because I wanted to hear what people felt was precious to them
about dance. What we want to keep and what we want to throw out.
What do we want to keep
touch is what needs to stay contact cluster bubbles that can dance and touch
Angela
Its People that make up the Dance world
The question around society and what it shows itself to value and not value- viable
jobs and not viable jobs.
the threat on artists lives
the debate is how we value culture
how we value people
its about people
joy of working with small groups
complete awe of how resilient and open minded our dance artists aredance looks liks utter sheer bloody mindedness to make it happen.
performing in small groups in sheltered housing
taking dance to settings that are difficult to go to.
people missing out.
in an ideal world the arts would be valued as highly as the tabloid press, sports and
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Ideal world looks like culture being valued as highly as sport and that it is a necessity
not a luxury.
In France - extension of financial support for artists until August 2021.
Universal basic income is the only way forward...
All people are valued and their humanity. this is what we need to fight for.
National portfolio artists
There will always be an in and out- criteria being based
the entire structure buys into the neo liberal structure and we are still having to justify
everything in terms of money being put back into the economy
Something for everyone feels essential. If we could forget statuses whether you
make a ballet or sweep the streets/
Measuring the value in no-economic terms.
We keep how it makes us feel and we learn to see it as a life skill and not an art
form.
Sorry I didn’t contribute more but the discussion was very much focussed on funding
and the arts council and it wasn't of interest to me as an self employed embodied
facilitator
The health and wellbeing benefits of dance can't be denied. Community and artists
coming together is transformative.
Politics and economics is choreography. It shapes us and our movement and we
can bring our knowledge to changing it
Who we dance with, where we dance, what bodies (collective and individual) we
bring into being and support is political, ethical and aesthetic.
is there a way we can address the critical framework we bring the snobbery could we
lose this?
could we have many more contexts where dance is presented and valuable
what kinds of practice can emerge from the new contexts living room to sadlers wells
as equal sites for world changing investigation
value the practices and the contexts
Politics and economics is choreography. It shapes us and our movement and we
can bring our knowledge to changing it
Who we dance with, where we dance, what bodies (collective and individual) we
bring into being and support is political, ethical and aesthetic.
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Maybe what is against us is our resource-heavy elite performance needs and that
being at odds with our values around democratisation which is normally at the heart
of co-design, community practices and that is also emerging in music production.
The ideal dance world would have to involve the ideal work of equity and equality. I
can’t see the ideal dance world without addressing the needs of our current society.
It is by understanding and appreciating our role with in creating that ideal world that I
think we will be able to support and enact real change.
Maybe the ideal would also be about agency. It would be part of a system that
enable and support people to have agency over their lives, culturally politically
socially and economically.
In an ideal world dance would be more part of everyday life- it would be in every
school considered more part of ordinary life valuing all kinds of body practices and all
bodies
Everyone is dancing at homes to its becoming more part of home life perhaps we
can
I would love to have no competition in the dance world, from ballet class at 4 years
old to making work or being performers or artists. I would love for people not to be
fearful of losing something they have
I would love for the dance world to be a true community
Hierarchy in the ideal world of dance I would destroy the hierarchy of the body to be
destroyed. Its an old perception. The vision of dance and movement
where we didn’t need inclusivity and accesibility. So it goes without saying and it
doesn’t need mentioning.
Widen the current perception of the aesthetic of dance to widen
I want dance to reclaim its deeply rooted anthropological stand as a core source of
human expression and communication. For dance to take centre stage in help us as
a society to reclaim our bodies in a more positive way - being embodied rather than
just having a body.
Dance should be a world where we don’t talk about diversity we should not have to
have this conversation.
Rosemary's ideal world: the institutions that we percieve in the dance world as these
solid things, that they continue to be shape-shifters that so that more different dance
practices can flow through these organisations so there is more ways of looking at
dance within these hierarchical structures (if they even exist).
in an ideal world living in a rural environment would not affect making art so much
agency for change owned in yourself not by the justification of others
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Dance would be a form of allowing and enabling that agency. Where the quality of
the practise would be what matters more than audience numbers (esp for those
living and working in social settings)
dance community being a force for good -a bench mark of a force for good dance
should be prescribed
lobby GPS
major investments from health into dance
dance corners in every town and every village like a water fountain
could we have dance corners in every workplace as well :)
Lets lose commissioning bullies: lets loose bad practice in the studio!
I'd like to lose capitalism and I'd like us to recognise the art in dance whatever and
whoever it is being done by.
lose the eliticism around it
non inclusive processes and building that don’t enable everyone to enter
part of dance is beautifully elitist- athletic - but yet we all value the opposite we live
with paradoxes
we have to live with these paradoxes
I hope the mechanism of listening and being contactable
listening and action taking
lose the structures on measuring value in art keep a system that is more inclusive
I'd like to keep this zoom listening and connecting
more transgenerational values- value our elders more- bring them back into the
towns and cities I wish I could dance with more elderly people.
I would like to see older bodies and I want to dance with them- Adults mature people
and all that knowledge and experience
Politics and economics is choreography. It shapes us and our movement and we
can bring our knowledge to changing it
Who we dance with, where we dance, what bodies (collective and individual) we
bring into being and support is political, ethical and aesthetic.
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The ideal dance world would have to involve the ideal work of equity and equality. I
can’t see the ideal dance world without addressing the needs of our current society.
It is by understanding and appreciating our role with in creating that ideal world that I
think we will be able to support and enact real change. Maybe the ideal would also
be about agency. It would be part of a system that enable and support people to
have agency over their lives, culturally politically socially and economically.
dance as a vehicle for de-centring, dismantling normatively
I want to find the joy that I watch in my seven year old dancing in how society
operates
lets get it back
I want dance to make the world a better place.
I had a teacher who always said "dance is joy"
[A drawn report by Emma Zangs for this session:]
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What do we want to see/broadcast through main stream media that
represents/ offers /establishes new ways of looking at dance?
Who called the session: Jo Breslin
No notes.

Somatic practice and south asian dance what does it look like
Who called the session: Anusha
No notes.

Is the dance touring model over and if so where shall we go next?
Who called the session: Jean Abreu
No notes.

What changes we SHOULDN'T make NOW in order for dance to
truly be resilient, sustainable and relevant now and in the future?
Who called the session: Bea Perini
No notes.
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The Art Room
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Noticeboard
--Daily Dancing
Every Monday-Friday at 10.00am. An informal morning boogie for folks who love to
dance (whether they are paid to or not). All are welcome and folks are free to share
it with their communities.
https://www.culturedmongrel.org/current-projects/2020/6/17/daily-dancing
--Open Stage Impro Tonighty
--Dancing Outdoors
I dance in the woods near my house – I joined the FaultLines project initiated by
Hayley Matthews – I perform ever Friday in Norwich at 6PM and it's a wonderful
experience in many ways
https://www.ensembledance.org/fault-lines-let-female-dancers-lead-us-back-tohealth
--Somatic Dance
Looking for anyone interested in Somatics in Dance and its place in the future for
physical and mental healing: annekingston22@btinternet.com
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Demographics

No class

White Other
(yes, it’s a thing)

